Direct numerical simulations and computational aeroacoustics require an accurate finite difference scheme that has a high order of truncation and high-resolution characteristics in the evaluation of spatial derivatives. Compact finite difference schemes are optimized to obtain maximum resolution characteristics in space for various spatial truncation orders. An analytic method with a systematic procedure to achieve maximum resolution characteristics is devised for multidiagonal schemes, based on the idea of the minimization of dispersive (phase) errors in the wave number domain, and these are applied to the analytic optimization of multidiagonal compact schemes. Actual performances of the optimized compact schemes with a variety of truncation orders are compared by means of numerical simulations of simple wave convections, and in this way the most effective compact schemes are found for tridiagonal and pentadiagonal cases, respectively. From these comparisons, the usefulness of an optimized high-order tridiagonal compact scheme that is more efficient than a pentadiagonal scheme is discussed. For the optimized high-order spatial schemes, the feasibility of using classical high-order Runge-Kutta time advancing methods is investigated. Nomenclature a, b, c = coefficients of compact discretization to be optimized E = integrated error of compact discretization in point of wave number range e = resolving efficiency / = objective function /' = spatial derivative of objective function / = Fourier transformed objective function r -optimization range factor W = weighting function for optimization of coefficients a, ft = coefficients of compact discretization to be optimized s = error tolerance K = scaled true wave number K = scaled modified wave number K f = scaled critical wave number co = true wave number cb = modified wave number a)f = critical wave number
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"
7 because the problems of DNS and CAA include high wave number (or high-frequency) and smallamplitude wave components. In addition to the high order of truncation, the high resolution of the scheme has been emphasized because it will determine the number of grid points per wavelength required to resolve the shortest wave component in the actual computation. The actual performance of a scheme with a time advancing method is dependent on both the truncation order and the degree of resolution.
Tarn and Webb 7 increased the resolution of a spatial finite difference approximation by minimizing the integrated dispersive (phase) errors in the wave number domain and proposed the dispersionrelation-preserving (DRP) scheme. The coefficients of the central discretization are determined by the truncation order and the minimization of errors. The fourth-order spatial central scheme of an optimized seven-point stencil shows better resolution characteristics than the standard high-order unidiagonal central schemes.
The spatial resolution characteristics and the truncation order can be improved by using a multidiagonal compact discretization with a given stencil. Lele 8 showed the spectral-like resolution of the fourthorder pentadiagonal compact scheme for the evaluation of spatial derivatives. He found the coefficients of the compact discretization and achieved the spectral-like resolution by fitting the modified wave numbers to the corresponding true wave numbers. The fourth-order pentadiagonal scheme, which is a seven-point stencil for space, has been accurately used 8 with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method for time advancing.
Consistent spatial-temporal finite difference schemes such as the leapfrog scheme and its variations 9 have been developed for the numerical simulation of waves or unsteady flows. Thomas and Roe 10 revised the leapfrog scheme to obtain a high order of truncation for spatial derivatives and time advancing and effectively used it as a high-order spatial-temporal scheme.
The main objective of this paper is an analytic optimization of the compact finite difference scheme and the optimization targets are the coefficients of its discretization. This paper shows that an analytic optimization produces the maximum spatial resolution characteristics of the compact finite difference approximation in the evaluation of the spatial finite derivatives. A Fourier analysis provides a way to optimize the compact schemes by quantifying the dispersive errors analytically. A method for the analytic optimization that was introduced by Tarn and Webb 7 for the unidiagonal DRP scheme is to minimize the dispersive errors in the wave number domain, and this method is further developed in this paper in relation to the multidiagonal compact schemes with high order and high resolution. A weighting function is introduced in this procedure, which is a crucial step to achieve the analytic optimization for the multidiagonal compact schemes. The optimization ranges, in which the minimization of the dispersive errors is considered, are found to obtain the maximum resolution. With a systematic approach, the optimum coefficients of tridiagonal and pentadiagonal schemes are determined for various truncation orders, respectively.
Both the resolution and the truncation order of a compact scheme determine the overall error characteristics of its finite difference approximation in actual computations. And the actual error characteristics of the compact schemes are dependent on their multidiagonality (whether tridiagonal or pentadiagonal). The actual performances and accuracy of the optimized tridiagonal and pentadiagonal compact schemes of various truncation orders can be compared only after numerical simulations with a time advancing method are followed to visualize their actual error characteristics. This paper presents the comparison between the optimized compact schemes with a variety of truncation orders for tridiagonal and pentadiagonal cases, respectively. The comparisons are made by means of the numerical simulations of simple wave convection, and the most effective tridiagonal and pentadiagonal schemes are found. Also, the usefulness of an optimized tridiagonal compact scheme, which is more efficient than a pentadiagonal one, is discussed in terms of the numerical comparisons.
Some numerical results with various orders of classical RungeKutta methods for temporal integration are presented to show the effects of spatial discretization on temporal integration.
Compact Discretization
The schemes presented here are generalizations of Fade scheme (see Refs. 8 and 11-13) based on a seven-point stencil as
The finite difference equation that Tarn and Webb 7 used for the dispersion-relation-preserving scheme is the unidiagonal (a = ft = 0) case of Eq. (1); that is, it is not a compact (multidiagonal) scheme. It is reasonable to expand such a unidiagonal finite difference equation to a multidiagonal one for the purpose of increasing the truncation order and resolution. The relations between the coefficients a,b,c,a, and p are derived by matching the Taylor series coefficients of various truncation orders. These relations are (see also Ref. 8) Second order:
Fourth order:
Sixth order:
Eighth order:
a + Tb + 3V = 2(7!/6!)(a + 2 6 P)
Tenth order:
Only the eighth-order tridiagonal (P = 0) scheme and the tenthorder pentadiagonal (P ^ 0) scheme have unique coefficients, and these are the highest order ones obtainable with this scheme. The other lower-order schemes must have free coefficients that are not determined until more constraints are imposed and these can be used to improve the resolution characteristics. The additional constraint that Lele 8 imposed is to fit the modified wave numbers to the corresponding true wave numbers for the purpose of increasing the resolution characteristics. Lele developed the fourth-order pentadiagonal scheme by using the constraints, and his results show an improved resolution characteristics in space. In this paper, other analytic and systematic constraints for determination of the free coefficients are considered. The nature of these constraints is the minimization of dispersive (phase) errors in the wave number domain; that is, the stencil wave number optimization introduced by Tarn and Webb. 
Optimization of Coefficients Fourier Analysis of Errors
The finite difference equation (1) is of a central difference, and thus it has no dissipative errors. In this section the differencing errors of Eq. (1) are analyzed in terms of the dispersive (phase) errors. A Fourier analysis provides an effective way to quantify the dispersive errors and resolution characteristics of a differencing approximation, and so this quantification will be used further to guide the analytic optimization of the differencing scheme. The finite difference equation (1) can be rewritten in the ;c direction as
The Fourier transform of the left and right sides of Eq. (7) is
From this equation, the (scaled) modified wave number is derived (see also Ref . 8) as
The modified wave number, defined in Eq. (9), is used for the analysis of finite difference errors. It is a periodic function of CD Ax (the scaled true wave number) with a period of 2n. To ensure that the Fourier transform of the finite difference scheme is a good approximation of the partial derivative, the modified wave number should coincide with the corresponding true wave number (co = co) over as wide a range of wave numbers (i.e., 0 < coAx < n) as possible. As the modified wave number deviates from the true wave number, the finite difference errors (dispersive errors) are produced.
Minimization of Errors
An integrated error (weighted deviation) is defined in this paper (see also Ref. 7) as
where W(o)Ajc) is a weighting function, and r is a factor to determine the optimization range (0 < r < 1) under consideration. The integrated error defined in Eq. (10) is different from that of Tarn and Webb 7 in that it contains the weighting function and the range factor r (see Refs. 7 and 14) . The weighting function in Eq. (10) makes the equation analytically integrable and also allows the integrand to be weighted in the high wave number range (near n) where most dispersive errors exist. The integrated error for this scheme is expressed as 
Equations (2-6) and (12-16) provide a system of linear algebraic equations by which the optimum coefficients can be determined. The optimization procedure to determine the coefficients a,b,c,a, and ft for maximum resolution characteristics is as follows: 1) Tridiagonal (ft = 0): Second order: Solve Eqs. (2), (13), (14), and (16). Fourth order: Solve Eqs. (2), (3), (14), and (16). Sixth order: Solve Eqs. (2), (3), (4), and (16).
2) Pentadiagonal (ft^Q):
Second order: Solve Eqs. (2), (13-15), and (16). Fourth order: Solve Eqs. (2), (3), (14), (15) 
Weighting Function
The weighting function proposed in this paper, W(K), can be chosen to make Eq. (11) integrable as follows:
Note that the unidiagonal central scheme used in Ref. 7 does not need such a weighting function, because a = ft = 0, which presents no problem in integrating E analytically. The weighting function presented in Eq. (17) can be used to evaluate the integrated error in Eq. (11) analytically; however, it may not weight the integrated error sufficiently in the high wave number range where a lot of dispersive errors occur. Thus it is necessary to revise the weighting function in Eq. (17) so as to weight the integrated error more than enough in the high wave number range close to TT , by multiplying an exponential term as follows:
By weighting the integrated error more in the high wave number range than in the low wave number range, as a result, the dispersive errors in the high wave number range can be more reduced through the optimization procedure.
Optimization Ranges
In the case of the optimization range factor r -1 (full range optimization), the resolution characteristics of the optimized compact schemes obtained by the optimization procedure and the weighting function of Eq. (17) are compared with those of other standard finite difference schemes in Fig. 1 . It is evident that the optimized schemes have a tendency to stay closer to the exact differentiation over a wider range of wave numbers than the other nonoptimized standard schemes. However, there is considerable overshoot (the largest deviation from the exact differentiation in the optimization range) in each optimized scheme as shown in Fig. 1 . The scaled modified wave number defined in Eq. (9) falls to a value of zero when the scaled true wave number is n. Thus most dispersive errors exist in the range 0.9jr < coAx < n, and it is preferable that this wave number range should be omitted in the optimization. Minimizing the errors in the range near n is meaningless and inefficient, and so the effects of optimization shown in Fig. 1 are not satisfactory.
In the case of reducing the optimization range factor to r = 0.9, the resolution characteristics of the optimized compact schemes obtained by the optimization procedure and the weighting function of Eq. (18) are compared with those of other standard finite difference schemes in Fig. 2 . In this case there are remarkable improvements in the resolution as expected; that is, the optimized schemes tend to stick to the exact differentiation over a wider range of wave numbers than those of the previous case. This is because the wave number range near n, where a lot of errors that are definitely uncontrollable exist, is not considered any more in the optimization procedure. The lower the order of truncation, the better the resolution achieved, because greater numbers of constraints minimizing the integrated error are applied. Thus it seems a lower-order scheme may obtain better resolution characteristics than a higher-order scheme.
For r = 0.9, each scheme still has noticeable overshoot, and this should be reduced to below 0.5% of the corresponding true wave Table 3 Resolving efficiency e(e) of various schemes shown in Tables 1 and 2 for the tridiagonal and the pentadiagonal schemes, respectively. The maximum resolution characteristics of the optimized compact schemes with the coefficients in Tables 1 and 2 obtained by the optimization procedure and the weighting function of Eq. (18) are compared with those of other standard finite difference schemes in Fig. 3 . Each scheme has a small overshoot that is less than 0.5% of the corresponding true wave number and thus tolerable, and each sticks close to the exact differentiation over a progressively large wave number range compared with other standard schemes.
Resolving Efficiency
The range of wave numbers [0, K f ], over which the modified wave number approximates the exact differentiation (cb = co) within a specified error tolerance, defines a set of well-resolved waves. The value Kf (-a)f Ax), which gives the,shortest well-resolved wave, depends on the specified error tolerance. It is reasonable to keep this error tolerance fixed when different finite difference schemes are compared. In the following, the error tolerance is defined (see also Ref. where k = &>A;c. And the fraction e(e), defined next, may be regarded as a measure of the resolving efficiency of a scheme:
The resolving efficiencies of the optimized compact schemes with the coefficients in Tables 1 and 2 are presented in Table 3 and are compared with other standard schemes.
Applications to Simple Waves
This section illustrates an application of the optimized compact schemes to some initial value problems of a wave equation, Convection of simple waves is numerically simulated by the optimized compact schemes of various truncation orders in the evaluation of spatial derivatives. The classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used for temporal integration. The results with a given number of grid points for each initial wave shape are presented in Figs. 4-7.
In Fig. 3 , it is noted that an optimized lower-order compact scheme has more resolution in the wave number domain than an optimized higher order one, but it is expected that the lower-order scheme may produce more truncation errors (actual errors in space) than the higher order one. Both the resolution in the wave number domain and the truncation order in space of a compact scheme determine the overall error characteristics of its finite difference approximation in actual computations. Also, the actual error characteristics of the compact schemes are dependent on their multidiagonality (whether tridiagonal or pentadiagonal). Thus, it is not easy to see the actual performance of the optimized tridiagonal and pentadiagonal compact schemes until some numerical simulations are followed to visualize their actual error characteristics and compare their actual accuracy as shown in Figs. 4-7. Notice that the optimized sixth-order tridiagonal and the optimized fourth-order pentadiagonal schemes provide solutions that have fewer dispersive errors and thus retain the initial shape of a wave longer than the other compact schemes. In other words, these have the best combinations of the resolution characteristics and the order of truncation, and so these seem to be the most effective compact schemes. The optimized sixth-order tridiagonal scheme is found to be efficient and economic because its actual performance is comparable to the optimized pentadiagonal schemes, although it needs only a tridiagonal matrix solver that is easy and fast for computation.
Determination of the number of grid points per wavelength needed in the actual simulation must be made to correctly capture the convection of the shortest wavelength component. The determinations can be made by using the critical scaled wave numbers of the optimized compact schemes. As presented in Table 3 , the critical scaled wave numbers that can be resolved by the optimized sixth-order tridiagonal scheme and the optimized fourth-order pentadiagonal scheme are 0.700 TT and 0.8767T, respectively. With these critical scaled wave numbers specified, the critical number of grid points can be determined by fast Fourier transform (FFT).
The differencing schemes described here provide improved resolution characteristics of small length scales. And the schemes have a pure central difference form; that is, they have no built-in artificial dissipation. They are, however, restricted to problems with smooth solutions. If they are to be applicable to problems with highly discontinuous solutions, they must be developed to be able to detect discontinuities and eliminate noisy oscillations. Since uniformly nonoscillatory (UNO) schemes with an artificial compression method 15 (ACM) have good resolution characteristics near the discontinuities, they can be used to capture shocks and contact surfaces. Therefore, the hybrids of optimized compact schemes and UNO schemes with an ACM can be applied to problems with highly discontinuous solutions.
In more complex applications such as nonlinear acoustic problems, numerical viscosity terms will be needed. For example, Tarn's recent implementations of the dispersion-relation-preserving scheme use an adaptive filter 5 that can remove the spurious oscillations confined to a narrow range of high wave numbers. Addition of these filters to the optimized compact schemes will give a solution possibly with much less oscillation near discontinuities. But if the optimized compact schemes are to be used with an adaptive filter, it seems that the target range of wave numbers to be damped out by the adaptive filter should be concentrated on those of a higher range nearyr.
For a high-order spatial scheme, a high-order Runge-Kutta time advancing method seems to be necessary not to lose the overall truncation order, but it is found that it is not always required to keep this correspondence between the spatial and temporal schemes. Comparison between the classical Runge-Kutta methods of various orders is presented in Fig. 8 . This comparison can be made by application of these methods to Eq. (21) with the optimized fourth-order pentadiagonal scheme in space. In Fig. 8 , one can see that the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method provides a solution that has little dispersive error, and the higher orders (the fifth and sixth) are no better than the fourth order. Similar results emerge for the cases with sixth-or eighth-order spatial schemes. A classical higher-order Runge-Kutta method requires more stages and computation time but provides no better solutions than the fourth order. It is recommended to investigate the possible use of high-order spatial schemes with the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method rather than those of higher order.
Conclusions
In this paper, high-order compact finite difference schemes are optimized analytically to achieve maximum resolution characteristics. The analytic optimization method and procedure suggested here for the multidiagonal compact schemes are also useful for the other spatial or temporal finite difference schemes to obtain highresolution characteristics. The sixth-order tridiagonal and fourthorder pentadiagonal schemes are successfully optimized to be the most effective and accurate compact schemes for actual computations. The usefulness of the optimized sixth-order tridiagonal compact scheme that is very efficient compared with the pentadiagonal schemes is discussed in this paper. It is pointed out that the overall error characteristics of the optimized compact schemes in actual computation are dependent on the truncation order, the resolution, and their multidiagonality (whether tridiagonal or pentadiagonal). The classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta time advancing shows better results than the higher order ones for the optimized high-order compact schemes in space.
